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For the optimization problem (P) a = inf h(G), where G # 0 is a subset of a 
locally convex space F and h: F -+ I?, we introduce and study two general concepts 
of dual problems, encompassing the classical surrogate dual problem. The first one 
involves only a family of surrogate constrrints sets d,,, c F (@E W), where 
WC RX, X being a locally convex space. The second one uses a perturbation 
functional rp:F x X+i? and a family of sets do.,,,,, cF x X (@E IV), where 
WcRX. We give duality theorems, introduce Lagrangians, and show some 
relations between these problems and the dual problems to (P) defined with the aid 
of a perturbation and a concept of conjugation of functionals. 0 1984 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a (real) locally convex space, G a subset of F (assumed non- 
empty, throughout the paper), called the constraints set, and h: F + R= 
[-co, +co] a functional, called the objective functional. We shall consider 
the (primal) optimization problem 
w = WG,h) a = aG ,, = inf h(G). (0.1) 
By a dual problem to (I’) we shall mean any optimization problem of the 
form 
(Q> = (Qc,d p = p”,n = sup A( IV), (0.2) 
where W is a family of finite functionals @: X+ R = (-co, +co) on a (real) 
locally convex space X, and 2 = AGVh : W + j?. The numbers a, j3 are called 
the values of problems (P) and (Q), respectively. One might discard the 
assumption that the functionals @ E W are finite-valued, with some 
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For example, we recall that if F,X are two locally convex spaces, with X 
partially ordered (the classical particular case is F = R “, X = R “), u: F -+ X 
a convex mapping, and h: F -+ E, then for the optimization problem 
(PO> ao= 2; h(Y), (0.3) 
U(Y)<0 
which is (P) of (0.1) with 
G = 1~ E Flu(~) < 01, (0.4) 
the Lagrangian dual problem (QJ and the surrogate dual problem (Q,) to 
(PO) are defined (see [9] and [5,8,6,20]), respectively, by 
A,(@)= inf h(y) 
Y@ 
@(U(Y))<0 
(0 < @ E x*>, (O-6) 
where X* denotes the linear space of all continuous linear functionals on X; 
both (Qr) and (Q,) are dual problems in the sense (0.2), with 
w= {@EX”I@>O}. (O-7) 
The usual way of defining a dual problem to (P) of (O.l), by considering 
(P) “embedded” into a family of “perturbed” optimization problems (P,),,x, 
where X is a locally convex space, and by using the conjugate, in some 
sense, of the associated primal functional f: X+ R, yields, for G of (0.4) 
both (QL) and (Q,) above, as particular cases, by taking the usual (Fenchel) 
conjugate, respectively the Greenberg-Pierskalla quasi-conjugate [7] of the 
“primal functional” 
f(x) = ;r:f. h(y) 
U(Y)<X 
(see, e.g., [4, I]); also, it encompasses some further classes of dual problems 
to (0. l), corresponding to various perturbations and concepts of conjugation. 
We shall call such problems PC-dual (perturbational conjugate dual) 
problems to (0.1). 
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The aim of the present paper is to introduce and study two completely 
different general concepts of dual problems to (P) of (O.l), which encompass, 
for (P,,) of (0.3), the surrogate dual problem (Q,) of (0.6); some of their 
particular cases arise, in a natural way, in various fields, e.g., in approx- 
imation theory [ 10, 171 and in mathematical economy [ 11. The first one 
involves no perturbation and no conjugation, but only a one-parameter 
family of surrogate constraints sets A,,, c F (@ E W), where W is a family 
of finite functionals on a locally convex space X. The second one, involving 
no conjugation, uses a perturbation functional qo,,,: F xX+ R, with X a 
locally convex space, which transforms (P) into the problem (p) of .* . . mmimizmg qPG,A on a subset (F, xf*“) of F x X, and then it uses a one- 
parameter family of surrogate constraints sets d,,,,;.,, c F x X (CD E W), 
with W a set of finite functionals on X. 
In Section 1 we shall define the general concept of a surrogate dual 
problem (QA) to (P) of (0.1) by 
(QA> PA = sup &(W); 
A,(@) = inf h(A,,,) (@E w), (0.9) 
where W is a family (depending possibly on G, h or other arguments) of 
finite functionals @: X+ R on a locally convex space X, and A,,, c F 
(@ E W). Clearly, for problem (PO) of (0.3), taking 
AC,, = 1~ EFI @MY)> <01 (0 < @ E x*>, (0.10) 
we obtain (Q,). The particular case X= F of (0.9) which has been 
considered in [ 16, Remark 1.3(b)] and in [ 191, also encompasses (Q,) by 
taking G of (0.4) and 
W={@~ulO<@EX*},A G/Pot,= {YEFI@W))<OI; (0.11) 
however, the duality theorems for ((P,), (Q,)}, obtained with the latter 
method, make the additional assumption u(0) = 0 (see [ 191, Section 5), while 
the scheme (0.9) will turn out to be more flexible. In Section 1 we shall show 
that (0.9) also yields, as particular cases, some surrogate dual problems to 
(O.l), considered, in part, in [20, Sections 3 and 4; 221, which arise when G 
is perturbed by a general multifunction ZJ X-+ 2F, or by some particular 
“natural” multifunction P: X+ 2F, where X is a locally convex space (e.g., 
for G of (0.4), T”(x) = {y E F 1 u(y) < x}); we shall find it convenient to 
employ the usual notation 2F for the collection of all subsets of F, including 
the empty set 0. Finally, in Section 1 we shall associate to {(P), (Q,)}, in the 
general case, a Lagrangian L, : F x W + x. 
In Section 2 we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions in order that 
a =/IA (weak duality) or a = PA with the sup in (0.9) attained for some 
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@, E W (strong duality), in terms of intersections of the sets A,,, (@ E W) 
with the level sets 
4(h) = Iv E Fl4Y) < cl, S,(h)= {YEFIh(Y)GCl (CER) (0.12) 
and we shall apply these results to obtain new duality theorems for some 
particular surrogate dual problems of Section 1. 
In Section 3 we shall show some relations between surrogate dual 
problems and PC-dual problems, which suggest hat perhaps some of the 
surrogate dual problems of Section 1 are not even equivalent to PC-dual 
problems. We recall (see [22]) that if (Pi), (P2) are two optimization 
problems and (Q,), (Q,) dual optimization problems to (Pi) and (PJ, respec- 
tively, the pairs {(P,), (Q,)} and {(PJ, (Q*)} are said to be equivalent, in 
symbols VA (Q,>l N WA (QJI, ‘f 1 a1 = a2 and /I, =&, where ai and pi 
are the values of (Pi) and (Q,), respectively; in particular, if (Q,), (QJ are 
dual problems to an optimization problem (P) and {(P), (Q,)} - {(P), (Q*)}, 
then problems (Q,) and (QJ are said to be equivalent, in symbols (Q,) - 
(Q& Similarly to [22], we shall use some equivalences {(P,), (Q,)} - 
{(P& (QJ}, in Sections 4 and 5 to obtain duality theorems. 
In Section 4 we shall consider problem (P) of (0.1) embedded into a 
family of perturbed optimization problems 
a, = a,“,” = ji! q(y, x) (x E 3, (0.13) 
where X is a locally convex “perturbation space” and (o = q)C,h : F x X-+ if a 
“‘perturbation functional,” such that for some x0 = xf*” E X there holds 
h(Y) + XG(Y) = yl(Y9 x0> (Y EF) (0.14) 
(with xG(y) = 0 for y E G and = +co for y 4 G) and we shall define a dual 
problem (Q,,-) to (0.1) by 
(Q,a> &a = SUP 4dw>; 
%&V = l~fv(4F,xo,,, 1 (@E w), (0.15) 
where W is a family of finite functionals @:X+ R and d;F,xo),e c F x X 
(@ E W). Observing that (Q,J) is nor a surrogate dual problem to (O.l), but 
it induces a natural surrogate dual problem (&), with value pi =B,J, to the 
optimization problem 
m a” = inf q((F, x0)), (0.16) 
with objective functional ~1 and constraints set 
(F, xd = ((~3 x,> I Y E FL (0.17) 
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both defined in the “extended space” F x X, and with value a’ equal to the 
value a = inf h(G) of (0.1) (by 0.14), we shall call (Q,,-) a perturbational 
extended surrogate dual (PES-dual) problem to (0.1). In particular, for (P,,) 
of (0.3), the “natural” perturbation functional 
v”(JGx)= 0) +X,y’EF,U~Y’KXb9 (vEF,xEX) (0.18) 
satisfies (0.14) with G of (0.4) and x0 = 0; then, taking W = X* and 
a& 0) a = 9 3 10, x> E F x XI 0(x> 2 01 (@ E x*>, (0.19) 
we obtain, by [20, Corollary 3.11, A,,,,(-@) = A,(@) for 0 < @ E X* (the 
discrepancy of sign is due to reasons of historical development [20]) and 
A,,,(-@) = inf h(F) for 0 4 @ E X*, whence PIpndY=&. For F = R”, 
X = R’“, and a slightly different p, this has been observed in [ 11. We have 
considered in [ 131 (independently of [ 11) and in [ 15,201, another PES-dual 
problem (Q,,-,J and in [21,22], a further such problem (Q,a@), with suitable 
6’ J_F,xO),e c F X X (@ E X*, ,U = ~,0), and the corresponding pairs {(p), 
(Q,-,,)}. In Section 4 we shall give duality theorems for {(P), (Q,a)} and we 
shall show that for the natural perturbation functional o” associated to the 
perturbation of G by a multifunction fi X-t 2F, problem (Q,“,-) reduces to a 
surrogate dual problem (Qdntd, ) to (P) of (0. 1), in the sense of Section 1. 
In Section 5, assuming that W = X*, we shall consider PES-dual problems 
for a certain special class of d;F,x,J,B (@ E X*), generalizing the observation 
that (0.19) is of the form F x {x E X 1 Q(x) > @(x0)} (@ E X*), i.e., “decom- 
posed” with the aid of the multifunction ({x0}, @) + A&,,$ = {x E X 1 Q(x) > 
@(x0)}, from {x0} XX* into 2x. Namely, (Q,J) of (0.15) will be called a 
DPES-dual (decomposed PES-dual) problem to (0. l), if dcF,x,),g = F x A&,,, 
(@ E X*), where A’: {x0} xX* + 2x, with x0 of (0.14). The duality 
theorems and the Lagrangians which we shall give in Section 5 for DPES- 
dual problems to (0.1) imply, in a unitary way, those of [22,20]. Also, we 
shall consider the particular case when A0 = A’ I,x,,xx*, for some “trans- 
lative” multifunction A’: 2x X X* + 2x, i.e., such that Ai,* = l2 + Af,),, 
(Q E 2x, @ E X*). Furthermore, we shall show some relations between 
surrogate dual problems and DPES-dual problems and, finally, some 
connections between DPES-dual problems and the PC-dual problems defined 
with the aid of “surrogate conjugation”; the latter concept, introduced in 
Section 5, is a generalization of the quasi-conjugation of Greenberg and 
Pierskalla [ 71 and of the pseudo-conjugation and semi-conjugation 
introduced in our previous papers [ 15,211. In this final part, we shall be 
interested in the case when A0 = A’ ],x,l xx*, for some multifunction A’: 
Z(X) x X* + 2x (where Z(X) denotes the collection of all singletons in X) 
with the property that the relations x1, xp E X, @ E X*, @(x1) = @(x2) imply 
A’ IX,),@ =4x21.c- 
409/104/2-4 
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We shall employ the usual notation YF for the collection of all mappings 
of F into Y (in this paper, Y will be R or E) and we shall use the canonical 
identification RF x RX z RFXX, given by 
w @NY, x> = Vu(y) + @(x> (!?‘YERF,@ERX,yEF,xEX). (0.20) 
We shall adopt the conventions --co t cx) = tco, inf 0 = too, sup 
0 = -co, where 0 denotes the empty set. Also, as in [ 16-19,221, we make 
the convention that if A,( .) = 0 or S,( .) = 0 for some c E R, then the 
conditions involving these A,(. ), S,(. ) (see, e.g., (2.10), (2.1 l), etc.) will be 
considered satisfied (vacuously). 
1. SURROGATE DUAL PROBLEMS 
Let us consider again the optimization problem (0.1). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let F be a locally convex space, G c F, and h: F + R. 
If X is a locally convex space, W a family of finite functionals @: X+ R, 
and A: (G, @) -+ A,,, a multifunction from {G} x W into 2F, where {G} 
denotes the subset (singleton) of 2F consisting of the single element G E 2F, 
the optimization problem 
62~) = (Q?"> p* = /I,“,” = sup A,(W); 
A,(@) = A,“,“(@) = inf h(AG,@) (@E w (1.1) 
will be called the (X, W, A)-dual, or briefly, the A-dual problem to (0.1). We 
shall call each (X, W, A)-dual problem a surrogate dual problem to (O.l), 
since it replaces the initial constraints set G c F by a one-parameter family 
of surrogate constraints ets A,,, c F (@ E W). The number pd is called the 
value of problem (Q,). 
Remark 1.1. (a) Let us emphasize that in Definition 1.1 of a surrogate 
dual problem (Q4) to (0.1) we require that ;1, be maximized on a family W 
of functionuls deJined on X and the surrogate constraints sets A,,, are 
subsets of F. 
(b) The family W c RX may depend on G, h or other arguments (see 
Remarks 1.2 and 1.4). In any case, there is a natural subfamily W’ of W, 
such that 
PA = ;v, infh@,,,); (l-2) 
namely, one can take 
W’={@E WlA,,,#F}; (1.3) 
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indeed, if @ E w\W’, then inf h(d,*,) = inf h(F), whence 
sup 
@EW\W’ 
inf &I,,,)} = sup inf h(d,,,), 
@EW’ 
that is, (1.2). This method has some computational advantages (see [ 161). 
(c) One might also replace the assumption W c RX by W c Ex (see 
Section 0), but we shall not need this here. A similar remark is also valid for 
the subsequent definitions involving a family W c RX. 
Let us give now some examples of surrogate dual problems, which arise 
naturally when the constraints et G of (0.1) is perturbed by a multifunction. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Assume that problem (0.1) is “embedded” into a family 
of “perturbed” constrained optimization problems 
(Px) a, = inf h(T(x)) = inf(h t xrcx,)(F) (x E w, (1.4) 
where X is a (real) locally convex space, called the space of perturbations 
and r = r, : X -+ 2F a multifunction, called constraints multifunction, such 
that for some x0 = xt E X there holds 
G = I-(x,); (1.5) 
then, by (0.1) and (1.5), we can write 
(P) a = inf h(T(x,)). (1.6) 
In [12,20,22] ( see also the references therein) we have considered the 
optimization problems 
(Q& = (Qr;!?“) PA,, = ,O;l”o’*” = sup &,(X*); 
&4@) = iW4cxo,,o) (@ E x*, P = Y, T a (1.7) 
where 
&(x0,,* = {Y E F I WXCJ E w- ‘(YNI 
U {Y E F I @Cd < sup @(r-‘(y))}, (1.8) 
A” r(xo),cp = {Y E F I @(xc,> E @(r-‘(~)h (1.9) 
A&),o = {Y E F I Wo) - 1 < sup @(r-‘(~))1; (1.10) 
we recall that 
r-‘(y)={xEXIyEr(x)} (Y E F). (1.11) 
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Problems (1.7) are surrogate dual problems to (O.l), in the sense of 
Definition 1.1, with W =X* and with the surrogate constraints sets A&,,,, 
or = Y, n, 8). 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Problems (QAy) of (1.7) for p = 6, r, where 
AS r(x,),co = {Y E FI @(x,) G sup @(T-‘(Y))L (1.12) 
A” r(x,),o = I Y E F I @Cd E @CT- ‘(Y>> 1, (1.13) 
are surrogate dual problems to (O.l), with W = X* and with the surrogate 
constraints ets A&,o,,, (,B = 6,~). If all T-‘(y) (v E F) are weakly compact, 
then As = Ay [20] and A’ = A”. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. In the particular case when G = u - ‘(LJ), where U: F -+ X 
and 0 c X, u(F) n 0 # 0, considering r = T’” (the “natural construints 
multifunction”) defined by 
P(x)=u-‘@2+x) (x E x>, (1.14) 
we have (1.5) with x0 = 0 and (1.7~(1.10) (1.12), (1.13) become 
(Q& = (Q;;:‘“‘,“) PA,,” =&i?” = sup &,,,(X*); 
A,,,(@) = inf h(AE!! l(R),*) (@ E x*, P = Y, T &t), (1.15) 
A~?:“-~w),o = {Y E F 1 @(U(Y)> E @(WI U 1 Y E F I @(U(Y)> > inf @WI, 
(1.16) 
Cw,,, = {Y E F I @WY>> E @WI, (1.17) 
Af!,c,,,, = { y E F 1 @(u(y)) > inf Q(Q) - I}, (1.18) 
Ai?&,, = {Y E F I @MY)> > inf @WI, (1.19) 
4hGD = 1 Y E F I @MY)) E @W 1. (1.20) 
For problems (Q,,,.) (u = y, rr, 19) see [20,22] and the references therein. If 
0 is weakly compact, then As” = Ay” [20] and A’” = A”“. If u is continuous 
linear, then At!!,c,,,, = A/l,o,,, [20] and A;l,o,,, = A;llc,,,, ; hence, if, in 
addition, h is upper semi-continuous, then Ads” = JAY” [20] and AArn = 1, nn. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. In the particular case when X = F, x0 = 0, and r = TS in 
examples 1.1, 1.2, where Ts is the “standard constraints multifunction,” 
defined by 
z-s(x) = G + x (x E F), (1.21) 
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or, alternatively, when X = F, u = Z, (the identity operator) and R = G, in 
Example 1.3, the above surrogate dual problems become, respectively, the 
“standard surrogate dual problems” 
(Q,,a> = <Q,“$ Pm‘s = SUP &,,@‘*); 
A,,,(Y) = inf h(dEfr) (YYEF*,P=Y,~,&&~), 
with the “standard surrogate constraints sets” 
(1.22) 
{yEF[ Y((y)>inf!Z’(G)}, (1.23) 
(1.24) 
- 11, (1.25) 
A;:,,, = {y E F I Y(y) > inf Y(G)}, (1.26) 
A&= {YEFI W)E !f’tG)I. (1.27) 
Problems (Q4J (,u = 6, rc, r) have been considered in [ 11, 161, and (Qd ?J 
in [ 191, motivated by the geometric interpretations of the sets dU’” 
@ = 6, z, z, y); for (Q,@J see [22] and the references therein. By the remark 
made after Example 1.3, if G is weakly compact, then Ass = A yS, A’” = A”‘. 
Hence, in particular, for G = { y,} (a singleton), we obtain 
ASS _ AYS (Y0l.Y - lYo1.Y’ A;kd.Y =AL,Y (y, E F, YE I;*). (1.28) 
Also,bythe above-mentioned remark (with X = F, tf = IF), there holds 
AaS -AYS 
G,Y - G,Y and ‘::Y = ‘::Y (the latter has .been also proved in, [ 16, 
Remark 1.91); hence, if h is upper semi-continuous, then LASS== LAYS and 
&i-s = 12Ans. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. The particular case of problem (Q4) of (l.l), in which 
X = F, has been considered in [ 19, Section 51. 
Remark 1.2. In the situation of Example 1.3, if we take, as in [ 19, 
Section 5 1, 
w= w,= 
then, for any CD E X*, 
@oul@EX”}, (1.29) 
y E F, u(y) E 0) = @(u(F) n Q), (1.30) 
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whence, for the sets of Example 1.4 (with F* replaced by IV), we 
4?l(a),o.u = LYE FI @MY)) 2 inf@P(u(F)nQ)), 




and similar relations hold for ,4;Sl(nj,o ou (u = y, 8, r). Thus, if inf G(Q) = inf 
@(u(F) n fi), then A:!,(,,,, = diSlo,,, OU, while if u(F) 1 a, then 
A”!! u qa),o =A%a),cPou. This shows that, under some additional assumptions, 
one can use the scheme of Example 1.5, combined with standard surrogate 
duality, to study problems (Q& of (1.15), even with X # F. We have used 
this method in [ 19, Section 51, for the particular case when X is partially 
ordered,u:F~Xisconvex,andR={xEXIx~O},whenceG=u-‘(~)is 
the set (0.4) and A~!!lc,,,-, = A:l,o,,-, = A,,, of (0.10) for 0 < @ E X*; 
in this case, assuming that u(0) = 0, we have inf(-@b>(n) = inf(-@) 
(u(F) n Q) = 0 (0 < @ E X*), which has led us to [ 19, Theorem 5.21 for 
problem (Q,). However, the above assumption inf @p(Q) = inf @(u(F) n l.2) 
(@ E X*) or u(F) 10 or u(0) = 0 is extraneous, which shows the necessity 
of the more general scheme of Definition 1.1 above. 
Remark 1.3. In the situation of Definition 1.1, if 
G = A,,@ (@ E W), (1.33) 
then 
a = inf h(G) > sup inf h(A,,,) = pd. 
OEW 
(1.34) 
Condition (1.33), and hence the inequality (1.34), are satisfied in 
Examples 1.1-1.4, but there are some natural surrogate dual problems, in 
which (1.33) does not hold, as shown by the following example, with 
applications in approximation theory (see [ 10, 171): 
EXAMPLE 1.6. Let X=F, W=F*, and 
A;,,,, = {y E F 1 Y(y) = inf Y(G)} (YE F*). (1.35) 
Then each A;,yl is a support hyperplane of G, generated by Y, and thus, 
when G is not a singleton, (1.33) does not hold and (1.34) need not be 
satisfied. 
Remark 1.4. In order to obtain sufficient conditions for duality for {(P), 
(QAU)}, in [lo] we have assumed that inf h(F) < inf h(G), or, equivalently, 
that there exists y’ E F satisfying 
h(y’) < inf h(G), (1.36) 
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and that G is convex, h is finite, convex, and continuous (see [ 171 for some 
less restrictive assumptions), and we have considered problem (QdO) with the 
families 
W’ = w;,,,,, = {YE F* 1 !P(v’) < inf Y(G)}, (1.37) 
W’ = W&,, = { !PYE F* 1 sup Y@,(h)) < inf Y(G)}, (1.38) 
where OL = infh(G) and where A,(h) is defined by (0.12). Also, in [ll, 17, 
191 we have considered problems (Qdws) (u = x,6, r, y) and (Q,) of 
Examples 1.4 and 1.5, with the families 
W’ = w;,,,,, = IYE WI Y’ ~4,,L (1.39) 
where A=Aus (u=~,d,t,y), respectively where A: {G) X F* -+ 2F is 
arbitrary. 
DEFINITION 1.2. In the situation of Definition 1.1, the functional L, = 
Lz,h: F x W-+E, defined by 
L,(Y, @> = G’h(Y, @) = 4.Y) + Xbc.m(Y) (y E F, @ E W), (1.40) 
will be called the (X, W, A)-Lagrungian, or briefly, the A-Lagrangian, of 
problem (0.1). We shall call each (X, W, d)-Lagrangian a surrogate 
Lagrungian of problem (0.1). 
For example, if A = A“ (M = y, 77) of (1.8), (1.9), then L,,(y, @) = 
L,(y, @; x,,) @I = y, rc) of [20, Theorem 3.21. For A = de of (l.lO), we obtain 
the surrogate Lagrangian 
L,s(Y, @) = L,Gbh(Y, @> = h(Y) +x lY’EFle(x,)-l<suP~(r~‘(Y’))l y ( ) 
(yEF,@EX*), (1.41) 
in addition to those considered in [20]. 
Remark 1.5. For the surrogate Lagrangians L, one can prove results 
similar to some of the results of [20, Section 21, which we omit. We only 
mention here that, corresponding to [20, Theorem 2.3 (i)], we have now, by 
(1.1) and (1.40), 
4i(@) = j:f. L,(YT @I (@E w>, (1.42) 
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and if (1.33) holds, then 
h(Y)+Xc(Y)> SUP L,(Y, @> (YE 6, (1.44) 
@SW 
so L, behaves indeed like the usual Lagrangians, e.g., in the matter of 
saddle-point results. 
2. THEOREMS OF SURROGATE DUALITY 
In the case when the sup in (1.1) is attained, we shall use for pd the 
notation /34(max), i.e., 
pA(max) = Tf; inf &I,,,). (2.1) 
In this section we shall give some theorems of surrogate duality, i.e., 
conditions in order that a =pd (weak duality) or that a = pd(max) (strong 
duality); our conditions will be necessary and sufficient. Let us first recall 
[ 19, Proposition 1.1 and Corollary 1.1 (ii)] : 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F be a locally convex space, h: F + i?, A c F and 
CER. 
(i) We have inf h(A) > c zf and only zf A nA,(h) = 0. 
(ii) rf inf h(A) > c, then A n S,(h) = 0. 
We reproduce the short proof, given in [ 191: If y, E A nA,(h), then inf 
h(A) < h( y,) < c. The proof of (ii) is similar. Finally, if inf h(A) < c, then 
there exists y, E A such that h( yo) < c, so y, E A n A,(h). 
Applying Proposition 2.1 to A = A,,, c F, similarly to the proofs of [ 19, 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.21, we obtain the following two general theorems of 
surrogate duality (which, for X = F, reduce to [ 19, Theorems 1.1 and 1.21): 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F, G, h, X, W and A be as in DeJnition 1.1 and 
satisfying (1.33). The following statements are equivalent: 
lo. For each c < a = inf h(G) there exists aC E W satisfying 
A G,@c nA,(h) = 0. (2.2) 
2”. For each c < a there exists @, E W satisfying 
A G,O, n S,(h) = 0. (2.3) 
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3”. There holds 
inf h(G) = sup inf h(A,,,). 
cp.SW 
(2.4) 
Remark 2.1. For any E > 0 one can replace, in lo and 2” above, “each 
c < a” by each c E (a - E, a). Indeed, if Qc satisfies (2.2) and if c’ < c, then 
A G,cp,nA,,(h) =a (since A,,(h) CA,(h)), so one can take Qc, = qc. A 
similar remark holds also for the subsequent results. 
THEOREM 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
lo. There exists @,, E W satisfying 
A c,cJ-4J4 = 0. P-5) 
2”. There holds 
inf h(G) = F$,” inf h(A,,,). (2.6) 
THEOREM 2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, if (1.36) holds for 
some y’ E F, the statements of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are equivalent o the 
same statements for W replaced by 
W’ = w;,,,,, = I@ E WI Y’ %ml- (2.7) 
Proof. Since y’ E F satisfies (1.36), we have 
sup inf h(A,,,) < h(y’) < inf h(G) (2.8) 
-PEW 
Y’EAG.O 
and hence, if (2.4) holds, then 
inf h(G) = sup inf h(AG,@) = sup inf h(A,,,); (2.9) 
@EW CPCW 
Y’eAc.0 
conversely, if condition 3O of Theorem 2.1 holds for W’, then, by (1.34) and 
W’ c W, it holds for W. Consequently, by Theorem 2.1 (and, similarly, 2.2) 
applied to W and W’, the conclusion follows. Alternatively, one can also 
show directly the equivalence of the other conditions for W and W’. For 
example, if 1” of Theorem 2.1 holds for W’, then it holds also for W (since 
W’ c IV). Conversely, assume that lo of Theorem 2.1 holds for W. Since 
y’ E F satisfies (1.36), there exists E > 0 such that y’ E A,(h) for all 
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c E (a - E, a). Hence, by (2.2), y’ 6G do,*, (c E (a - E, a)), that is, #C E W’ 
(c E (a - E, a)) and thus, by Remark 2.1, we have 1’ of Theorem 2.1 for IV’. 
Remark 2.2. (a) In the particular case when X= F, Theorem 2.3 
yields an improvement of [ 19, Theorem 1.31 and of the corresponding result 
of strong duality, mentioned after it. 
(b) Similarly, one can also give a result on characterizations of 
solutions, generalizing [ 18, Theorem 1.41 and the result of strong duality, 
mentioned after it. 
Now we shall apply the above general results to obtain duality theorems 
for the surrogate dual problems of Examples 1.1-1.4. As we have observed 
above, condition (1.33) is satisfied in these examples. Let us first consider 
the case p = 6. 
Taking W = X* and defining A = As by (1.12), from Theorems 2.1-2.3 we 
obtain the following theorems “of d-duality,” where a = inf h(T(x,)): 
THEOREM 2.4. Let F, X be locally convex spaces, IY X + 2F, x,, E X, and 
h: F + R. The following statements are equivalent: 
lo. For each c c a there exists QC E X” satisfying 
sup @C(X) < @&I) 
XCP’(Y) 
(Y E 40)). (2.10) 
2’. For each c < a there exists QC E X” satisfying 
sup @C(X) < @C(XLl) (YE S,(h)). 
xePl(y) 
(2.11) 
3”. There holds 
inf h(T(x,)) = sup inf h(y). (2.12) 
@.2X* YEF 
dw,)<s”p@(r-l(Y)) 
THEOREM 2.5. Let F, X, T, x, and h be as in Theorem 2.4. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
1”. There exists @,-, E X” satisfying 
sup @O(X) < @II(%) 
XSP’(Y) 
(Y E A,(h)). 
2”. There holds 
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THEOREM 2.6. Under the assumptions of theorem 2.4, if (1.36) holds for 
some y’ E F, the statements of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 are equivalent to the 
same statements for W replaced by 
W’ = W;(xo),h,y’ = {@ E X” 1 sup Q(x) < @(x0)}. (2.15) 
xer-‘(y’) 
Similarly, taking W = X* and defining A = As” by (1.19) (or, alter- 
natively, taking r = I’” of (1.14) in Theorems 2.4-2.6), one obtains the 
following theorems of a-duality, where 
a = f%; h(y): 
U(Y)ER 
THEOREM 2.7. Let F, X be locally convex spaces, u: F + X, Q c X, 
u(F)na#@, and h:F + i% The following statements are equivalent: 
1”. For each c < a there exists QC E X* satisfying 
@MY>> < inf @,P> (Y E 4(h)). (2.16) 
2’. For each c < a there exists OC E X* satisfying 
@MY)) < inf@,Pn) (Y E S,(h)). (2.17) 
3”. There holds 
inf h(y) = sup . inf h(y)- (2.18) 
YEF @EX’ Y@ 
U(Y)ED @cucy))>inf@(Q) 
THEOREM 2.8. Let F, X, u, 0 and h be as in Theorem 2.7. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
lo. There exists GO E X* satisfying 
@&(Y)> < inf @dQ) (Y E Ax(h)). (2.19) 
2”. There holds 
inf h(y) = rE%5 inf h(y). (2.20) 
YPF YEF 
U(Y)ER cp(u(y))>inf@(O) 
THEOREM 2.9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.7, tf (1.36) holds for 
some y’ E F, the statements of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 are equivalent to the 
same statements for W replaced by 
W’ = W:-‘(*),h,y’ = { @ E X* 1 @(u(y’)) < inf @(a)}. (2.21) 
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Remark 2.3. Under the additional assumption that all Z-‘(y) ( y E F) 
are weakly compact (and hence, as mentioned above, As = 43, respectively, 
that either R is weakly compact (whence A”’ = A”) or u is continuous linear 
and h is upper semi-continuous (whence IAs. = I, ,,J, Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, 
respectively, 2.7 and 2.8, have been obtained, in a different way, in [22, 
Theorems 4.2, 4.3, 4.9, 4.10, combined with remarks 4.3(b), 4.5 (b), and 
2.1 (b)]. In the particular case when X= F and u = IF, the identity operator, 
Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 (and a slightly weaker form of Theorem 2.9) have been 
obtained, using the case A = Ass of the method of the present paper, in [ 161 
(respectively, in [ 17, Theorems 1.1 and 2.11). However, even in the case 
X = F, u = IF, the method of [22] yields these theorems only under the 
additional assumptions mentioned above. Thus, the direct method of the 
present paper is more suitable than the “perturbational” method of [22], for 
obtaining theorems of surrogate duality. The reason for this fact will be 
explained, partially, in Remark 3.2(b) below. 
The cases A = A’, A’” are similar to the cases A = As, As” above. 
Finally, in the cases when A = A’, Au” @= y, n, 19), Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
yield again [22, Theorems 4.2-4.7 and 4.9-4.14, combined with 
Remarks 4.3 (b), 4.5 (b), and 2.1 (b)]. Theorem 2.3 yields new results for 
A = A”, A’” (B = y, T, 8), e.g., for A = A”, A”” the sets W’ of (2.15), (2.21) 
are replaced, respectively, by 
W’ = W&h,y’ = { @ E x* 1 @(x0) @ qr- ‘(Y’))}, (2.22) 
W’ = W;-l(()),h,y’ = 1@ E x* I @MY’>) 6 W>l* (2.23) 
3. SOME SURROGATE DUAL PROBLEMS WHICH ARE 
PERTURBATIONAL CONJUGATE DUAL PROBLEMS 
In this section we shall show some relations between surrogate dual 
problems to (0.1) and the dual problems to (0.1) defined with the aid of a 
perturbation functional and of a concept of conjugation. Let us first present a 
general scheme of such problems. 
Assume that the optimization problem (P) = (PG,*) of (0.1) is “embedded” 
into a family of “perturbed” optimization problems 
(P,) = (P$“) cl, = cp = in; p(y, x) (x E X), (3-l) 
where X is a locally convex space and 9 = v~,~: F X X + Z? a functional, 
called perturbation functional (or parametrization functional), such that for 
some x,, = xf*” E X there holds 
h(Y) + LAY) = (o(Y9 x0> (Y E F); (3.2) 
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then, by (0.1) and (3.2), we have 
(3.3) 
Furthermore, let W be a family of finite functionals @: X+ R and let us 
consider any concept of conjugation f -+ f r (V E R), by which, to each 
functional f: X + I? and each v E R there corresponds a “v-p-conjugte 
functional” f r : W+ R. For each x0 E X, let us call “the ,u-conjugate off at 
x0” the functional q rc: W-+Rdefined by 
4,P) = %(@;.A x0> = -f &,,,W (@E W). (3.4) 
DEFINITION 3.1. For any perturbation functional rp = (~c,~ and 
conjugation f -+ f; (V E R) as above, we define the (X, W, ~7, x0, ,u)-dual, or 
briefly, the (VP)-dual problem to (0. l), as the optimization problem 
(Qw) P,, = sup &JW); 
4wP> = q,(@; f, x0> = - f&x,,(@) (@E w>, (3.5) 
where f = fG,h: X + I? is the “primal functional” associated to (0.1) and rp, 
i.e., 
f (x> = fG,hW = J$ KY, x> (xEX); (3.6) 
we shall call each (VP)-dual problem a PC-dual (perturbational conjugate 
dual) problem to (0.1). 
For example, if we consider the v-quasi-conjugate, v-pseudo-conjugate, and 
v-semi-conjugate of f, i.e. (see [7, 15, 21]), the functionals f f :X* + R 
(D = y, q6) defined by 
fix@) = - f:f f(x) (@ E x*1, (3.7) 
@(X)>U 
f;(Q) = - f:f; f(x) (@ E x*>, (3.8) 
Wx)=v 
J-W) = - in; “f-(x) (@ E x*1, (3.9) 
cp(x)>u-l 
then we obtain, respectively, the quasi-dual problem (Q,,), the pseudo-dual 
problem (Q,,), and the semi-dual problem (Q,,) to (0.1) (with respect to 
X, rp and x,, of (3.2)), defined (see [7, 15, 211) by 
(Qw) P,, = sup &I(X*); 
LP> = inf(o@kxo~,.) (@ E x*, ,u = Y, n, e>, (3.10) 
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where 
d”&-,x,j,o = {(Y, x> EF x Xl Q(x) > @@,,)I, (3.11) 
d”;F&),o = lb, x> E F x Xl W> = @(-GAL (3.12) 
G-,xoLo = {b,x)EFXXI Q(x)> @(xg)- 1); (3.13) 
the notations (3.1 l)-(3.13) wil be motivated in Section 4 below. 
If we consider the usual (Fenchel) conjugate off, i.e., the functional f *: 
X” + R- defined by 
f*(Q) = s;:; I@(x) -f(x)1 (@ E x*>, (3.14) 
then, putting f ,* = f * (V E R), we obtain the Lagrangian dual problem, 
defined (see, e.g., [4]) by 
(Q,*) P,* = sup&*(X*); 
&*P> = ,,pi,, {P(Y? x> - @(-?>I (@ E x*). (3.15) 
Remark 3.1. (a) Actually, (3.4) and (3.7~(3.9) are slightly modified 
versions of the initial concepts, namely, for ,u = y, rt we have omitted the 
additive terms v and @(x,,) in (3.7), (3.8), respectively (3.4), and for p= 0 
the terms P - 1 and @(x,,) - 1 in (3.9), respectively (3.4), which have been 
introduced initially only in order to compare “nicely” f t (,u = y, rt, 8) with 
f * (e.g., as noted in [7], f * = supUER fl). Clearly, these omissions do not 
alter the dual problems (3.10), but they permit a unification of the theory 
(see Definition 5.5 below). 
(b) One can also define other schemes of perturbational conjugate 
dual problems, for example, 
(Q;,) 
(@ E W), (3.16) 
where, for each y E F, qY : X + z is the “partial functional” 
v,(x) = P,(Y, x) (x E X). (3.17) 
By (3.4), we have (Q,,) = (Q&,) (that is, A,, = A;,) if and only if 
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which is clearly satisfied for ,u = y, 7c, 0, *. Furthermore, one can replace, in 
(3.14), (3.15), X* by a set WC RX (see [3]), and the same can be also done 
in (3.7)-(3.10) (see [23]). We shall not consider such schemes here. 
It is natural to ask the following questions: Which surrogate dual 
problems (1.1) are PC-dual problems? Or, at least equivalent (see Section 0) 
to a PC-dual problem? In other words, for which multifunctions A: 
(G} x W+ 2F do there exist q = q)C,h : F x X+ E, x,, = xf,” E X satisfying 
(3.2) and a concept of conjugation f 4 f E (V E R) such that (Q,,) = (Q,“,“) 
(i.e., A,, = A,“*“)? Or, at least, such that (Q,,) - (Q,“*“) (i.e., p,, = /?z*“)? 
Now we shall give some partial answers to these questions for the surrogate 
dual problems of Examples 1.1-1.4. 
Let us recall (see [ 14,221) that if r: X -i 2F is a constraints multifunction 
as in Examples 1.1 and 1.2, then the natural perturbation functional for 
problem (O.l), associated to r, is the functional p” = v&,~),~ : F x X+ i? 
defined by 
V”(YY x> = h(Y) + Xr(X,(Y) (yEF,xEX); (3.19) 
by (1.5) V” satisfies (3.2). In particular, if r= P of Example 1.3, then C,Y” =
q~~-,~~,,~ is given by 
P”(Y, x> = h(Y) +&qa+JY) (yEF,xEX); (3.20) 
since G = u-‘(Q), q” satisfies (3.2) with x,, = 0. In the particular case when 
X = F and I’= Ts of (1.21), the functional q” of (3.19) (or, alternatively, of 
(3.20)) becomes 
V”(Y, x> = h(Y) +&+x(Y) (Y,xEF) (3.21) 
and it is called [22] the standard perturbation functional for problem (0.1). 
By [20, Theorems 3.2-3.4; 22, Formula (4.28) and proof of Theorem 4.131, 
for 9” of (3.19), (3.20) and ps of (3.21) we have, respectively, 
nonu(@> = inf v”(~F,xo),@) = inf h(dk&,),d = nAu(@> 
(@ E X*,,u = y, r, e), (3.22) 
A,.,(@) = inf a)“(d”~~,XO),O) = inf h(di!!lC,,,,) = A,,,(@) 
(@ E X*, ,u = y, 7c, e), (3.23) 
A,,,( !P) = inf (ps(J%,XO,,yl) = inf h(dzslr) = AArs( Y) 
(YE F”, ,u = y, x,0). (3.24) 
Thus, the surrogate dual problems (Qd,,), (Q&, and (QA,,$) (J = y, 7c, 8) of 
examples 1.1, 1.3, and 1.4 are PC-dual problems, namely, they “come from” 
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p” or (D’, respectively, combined with the corresponding conjugation f + f; 
(V E R, ,u = y, rr, 0). For some more general surrogate dual problems which 
are PC-dual problems, “coming from” rp” and a more general conjugation 
f -Kfy, see Theorems 5.4-5.7 below. 
Now we shall show that the surrogate dual problems (Q,US) (u = 6, r) of 
Example 1.4 are not even equivalent o a problem (QoS,), for any concept of 
conjugation f --+ f E (v E R). This suggests the possibility that perhaps they 
are not (or not even equivalent o) PC-dual problems. 
It will be sufficient o consider ,u = S (the case ,U = r is similar). Let us first 
observe that, although for G compact or h upper semi-continuous we have 
A,,, = JAYS (see Example 1.4), in the general case it may happen that PAS, # 
B dr, as shown by 
EXAMPLE 3.1. (a) Let F=R’, the Euclidean plane, G = {y E F 1 
((Y(( < l}, Y’,(y) = n1 for all y = (qi, qz) E F (hence Y,, E F*, (1 Y,,(l = 1) and 
h =x,,.f, where M = { y E F ) ul,(y) < - 1 }. Then, since G is open, we have 
Ag,po = { y E F 1 Y,,(y) > inf YO(G) = -1 }, whence 
bdyl,) = infxM(A~,r,) = +CO, (3.25) 
so /?4rS = +co. On the other hand, AC:, 17 M # 0 (YE F*), whence 
n,,,(Y) = infx,,,,(A$sr) = 0 (YE F*), (3.26) 
so PASS = 0 # P*ys. Thus, problems (QdsS), (QdyS) are not even equivalent (see 
Section 0). 
(b) One can slightly modify the above to obtain an example with 
similar properties, but with G a bounded closed convex set. Indeed, it is 
enough to take any non-reflexive Banach space F, G = { y E F 1 llyll< 1 }, 
and any Y,, E F* with I/ Y,,u,(l = 1, such that Y,,(G) = (-1, +l); such a Y,, 
exists, by a well known theorem of R. C. James (see, e.g., [2]). Then still 
Ag,YO= {yEF[ You,(y)> infYO(G)=-l}, whence Ag,p,,nM=O, so 
pdvs = i-co, and still (3.26) holds, so /IdaS = 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. For a space F as in Example 3.1 and for the standard 
perturbation functionals (os = q~)s;,~ of (3.21) there exists no concept of 
conjugation f * f f (v E R) such that (Q,,) - (Qzak’) for all G, h, i.e., such 
that 
I-& = p:b!i (G E 2F, h E RF). (3.27) 
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Proof Assume the contrary. Then, by (3.5) with W= I;*, x0 = 0, (3.27), 
and (1.22), (1.26), we have 
sup {- (f;,/J: (‘u)} = SUP clJyl;f~,*~ 0) =Prpsy =Pg 
‘f’cF* YYEF’ 
= sup inf h(Y) (G E 2F, h E I?‘), (3.28) 
YYEF’ YEF 
Y(y)>infY(F) 
where f k,h denotes the “standard primal functional” 
f “;,,@) = j$ vl;,,a(~, xl = ;I$ h(g + x> (x E F). (3.29) 
Observing that 
f:o,,dx) = ,‘;:i, h(g +x> = h(x) (x E F), (3.30) 
and applying (3.28) to G = {O), we obtain 
sup {-h:(Y)} = sup inf h(y) 
YYEF’ VYEF’ YEF 
Y(Y)>0 
(h E RF). (3.31) 
Then, by (3.28), (3.31) with h replaced by f L,h, (3.7) with P = 0, and 
(3.5), (3.24) with ,D = y, we get 
in contradiction to Example 3.1. This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.2. (a) Theorem 3.1 shows that, in contrast to (Q,,,s) (.u = y, 
n, 8), the standard surrogate dual problem (QdsJ is not even equivalent o 
any PC-dual problem of the form (Q,J, where rps is the standard pertur- 
bation functional (3.21). Nevertheless, (Q,8s) is a very natural dual problem 
to (0.1) (see Section I), having applications, e.g., in approximation theory 
[ 171 and in mathematical economics [ 11. 
(b) For ,U = y, x,19, the theorems of surrogate duality of [22] have 
been obtained by exploiting (3.22~(3.24), (3.5), and (3.7)-(3.9), which has 
permitted application of our level set conditions to 
Ac(f &/I) = Prx4bG,/J9 Sc(f a = p’x~c(&,h) (c E R), (3.32) 
where fsc,h, vS;,~ are the functionals (3.29), (3.21) and Pr, is the coordinate 
projection (y, x) + x of F x X onto X. Theorem 3.1 shows that this method 
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cannot be applied to problem (QAss); on the other hand, problem (Q,,J, to 
which it can be applied, coincides with (Qd6J only under some additional 
assumptions, such as those mentioned in Example 1.4. This throws some 
light on the fact mentioned in Remark 2.3. 
4. PERTURBATIONAL EXTENDED SURROGATE DUAL PROBLEMS 
Let us observe that formulae (3.10~(3.13), although obtained initially 
from (3.5~(3.9), involve a perturbation functional (p = v)~,~ : F x X + I? and, 
instead of a concept of conjugation f + f E (V E R), they involve a one- 
parameter family of subsets ~~~,xO),cp (@ E X*) of F X X (U = y, x, 8). This 
suggests introduction of the following more general concept of dual problem 
to (P) of (0.1): 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let F, X be locally convex spaces, G c F, h: F -+ E, 
q = V)G,h : F X X+R satisfying (3.2) for some x,, =x:3” E X and 2: 
{(F, xg)} x w-+ 2FXX, where {(F, x,,)} denotes the subset (singleton) of 2FXX 
consisting of the single element (F, x,,) E 2FXX defined by 
(F,xO)=FX{x,}={(y,x)EF~X~x=x,}={(y,x,)~yEF} (4.1) 
and where W is a given family of finite functionals @: X-+ R. The 
optimization problem 
(Q,d P,a = sup &,(W; 
&a(@> = W4&,xo,,d (@E WY (4.2) 
will be called the (X, W, q,, x0, &dual, or briefly, the &dual problem to 
(0.1). We shall call each @-dual problem to (0.1) a PES-dual (pertur- 
bational extended surrogate dual) problem to (0.1). 
For example, the PC-dual problems (Q,,) of (3.10) coincide with (Q,+,A~), 
where the multifunctions 3” (,D = y, rr, 0) are defined by (3.1 l)-(3.13) (so 
w=x*). 
Remark 4.1. (a) Both for PC-dual problems and for PES-dual 
problems the case when (3.2) is replaced by the “semi-embedding” 
h(Y) + XG(YY) = kf; P(YY x> (Y E FL (4.3) 
for some (fixed) subset 0 = O,,, of X (see [22, Section 61) and (4.1) is 
replaced, in the domain of definition of d” and in (4.2), by 
(F,R)=FxR= {(y,x)j yEF,xEL!}, (4.4) 
can be treated similarly. 
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(b) The PES-dual problem (Q,,-) of (4.2) (and even (Q+,) of (3.10)) 
is not a surrogate dual problem to (O.l), since it involves minimization of 
v, E Pxx on d”CF,xo),O E 2FXX (see Remark 1.1 (a)). Therefore, let us also 
consider the optimization problem 
(4.5) 
Then (P) # (p), since their objective functionals h, rp and their constraints 
sets G, (F, x0) are defined in different spaces, F and F X X, respectively (note 
also that (F, x0) is a closed linear manifold in F X X with the product 
topology). However, by (3.3) and (4.5), we have 
ff = ii-, (4.6) 
i.e., both problems have the same value. Moreover, defining 
(see (0.20)), we obtain a surrogate dual problem 
(ai) pi = sup X( IV) (4.9) 
to (p’> of (4.5), such that 
l-5 =P,a. (4.10) 
Thus, by (4.6) and (4.10), we have (see Section 0) the equivalence 
IV’), <Q,dl- I@% <&>I. (4.11) 
(c) For simplicity, in [20,22] we have called (Q,a”) (JI = y, II, S), by 
abuse of language, surrogate dual problems to (P), but we have observed in 
[ 22, Section 11, that the term “extended surrogate dual problem to (P)” is 
more appropriate, since the sets dW of (3.11~(3.13) are surrogate constraints 
sets for problem (p) of (4.5). 
(d) One might try to define the “o2-Lagrangian” LOz : F x W-+ R of 
problem (0.1) by 
where Pr, denotes the coordinate projection (y, x) -+ x of F X X onto X, so 
prXJ(F,xo),* = P E XI 3~’ E Fv (v’v xl E &,xoJ- (4.13) 
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However, in the general case, by (4.2) and (4.12) we have only 
&d9 = infCoGLxo,,.) 2 fi; L,x(Y, @> (@EW)T (4.14) 
so L,x of (4.12) is not a well-behaved Lagrangian in the sense of (1.42). We 
shall see below that if W = X*, then for (D = (p” and arbitrary 2, as well as 
for arbitrary Q and “decomposed” multifunctions d’ = I; x do, one can define 
well-behaved “extended surrogate Lagrangians” L,,J and L V,F xdO respec- 
tively (the latter even coinciding with (4.12)), in such a way that for u, = q”, 
A = F X A’, both concepts of La”,FX40 coincide. 
By (4.1 l), from theorems of surrogate duality for {(p), @a)} one can 
obtain theorems of PES-duality for {(P), (Q,,-)}. For example, assuming that 
(4.15) 
(which is satisfied for 6= Jr of (3.1 l)-(3.13)) and using Theorems 2.1 and 
2.2. we obtain 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F, G, h, X, W, (D, x0 and 2 be as in Definition 4.1 and 
satisfying (4.15). The following statements are equivalent: 
lo. For each c < a = inf h(G) there exists Cp, E W such that 
d”md,b, nA,(rp)=IZI. 
2”. For each c < a there exists Qe E W satisfying 
4F,XOL@, f-l S,(p) = 0. 
3". There holds 





THEOREM 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
1”. There exists Q. E W satisfying 
d”(F,x,),@, n Aa((o) = 0. (4.19) 
2O. There holds 
inf h(G) = F:; inf q$d;F,xO,,~). (4.20) 
Now we shall show that for the natural perturbation functional 9” of 
(3.19) and for arbitrary 2, the PES-dual problem (Q,“,-) of (4.2) is a 
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surrogate dual problem to (0.1) in the sense of Definition 1.1 and hence one 
can apply the duality theorems of Section 2, instead of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
For simplicity, we shall assume that W =X*. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that problem (P) of (0.1) is embedded into the 
family WxEx of (1.4), where r= r, : X+ 2F is a multifunction such that 
for some x,, = xi E X there holds (1.5) and let @ = q~&~,,,~ : F x X --) R be 
the natural perturbation functional defined by (3.19). If 6: {(F, x0)} X X* + 
2FXX is as in Definition 4.1, then 
(Q,d = (Q~wi,), (4.2 1) 
where A”@): {T(x,)} xX* -+ 2F is defined by 
d “@hxo,,o = {YEFi (Y,T-l(Y))n~~F,,o,.*fO} (@ E X*). (4.22) 
Proof. By (4.2) for rp=o”, (3.19), (4.22) and (1.1) for A =A”(& we 
have 
A,.,-(@> = inf 
(YJ)EA(F.~,,),o IO) + ~rcx,(~)l 
inf 
Y El-(X) h(y) = infW”@)r,xo,,d 
(Y.x)+F,x,,),~ 
=i Ad@) (@ E x*1, (4.23) 
which proves (4.21). Note that in (Q,“(d) the perturbation functional rp” no 
longer occurs. 
Remark 4.2. (a) In the situation of Example 1.3, r is r” of (1.14), for 
which 
(rY(Y)=w-~ (Y E FL (4.24) 
and (D” of (3.19) reduces to (3.20), which satisfies (3.2) with G = u-‘@2), 
x0 = 0. Hence, if 2: {(F, 0)} x X* -+ 2FXX is as in Definition 4.1, then we 
have (4.21) with A”@): {u-‘(a)} xX* + 2F defined by 
d”@)u-~(o~,o = {Y E F 1 (Y, u(Y) - 0) nb(F,,),@ f 0) (‘Z’ E X*). (4.25) 
(b) More particularly, in the situation of Example 1.4, r= P of 
(1.21), for which 
(rs)-Q)=y-G (Y E FL (4.26) 
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and p” above reduces to (ps of (3.21), which satisfies (3.2) with x,, =O. 
Hence, if d: {(F, 0)} x I;* + 2FXF is as in Definition 4.1, then (Q,$,-) = 
(Qdsca,), with A’@): {G} x P* --+ 2F defined by 
As(&,~= {YEFI (~3 ~-G)nd;F,o,,v# 01 (YYEF”). (4.27) 
We shall give various expressions for dn(d;l)rCxOj,cp, d”(~)U~,Ce,,~, and 
dS(p)G,Y @ = y, rr, 0) in Section 5 below. 
Remark 4.3. Motivated by Theorem 4.3, one can define the rp”J- 
Lagrangian Lmnd : F x X* + E of problem (0.1) with G = T(x,), by 
L ,nd = Li(n)t$ih) (4.28) 
in the sense of (1.40) for G = T(x,), W = X*, A = A”@). 
5. DECOMPOSED PERTURBATIONAL EXTENDED 
SURROGATE DUAL PROBLEMS 
In the present section, assuming that W= X*, we shall consider rpJ-dual 
problems for a certain special class of multifunctions d: 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let F, X, G, h, p = (P~,~, x0 = X: “‘, and 2 be as in 
Definition 4.1. If A’: {x0} XX* + 2* is a multifunction such that 
(5.1) 
whence (4.2) becomes 
(Q,d &a = sup &,(x*>; 
&wd@P) = inf yeF,xEd~xo,,e mJ, x, (@ E x*), (5.2) 
then we shall say that 2 and the e&dual problem (4.2) = (5.2) are A’- 
decomposed and we shall write 
Z=FXAO; (5.3) 
if there exists such a A’, we shall say that 2 and (Q,,-) are decomposed and 
that (Q,,-) is a DPES-dual (decomposed PES-dual) problem to (0.1). By 
abuse of notation, when R = {x0}, we denote (in the domain of A0 above and 
in the sequel) (0) = {{x0}} by {x0}, which leads to no confusion. 
For example, by (3.1 lt(3.13) we have 
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and thus 
iP=Fxd;S 01 = Y, % 0 (5.5) 
where, by abuse of notation, Aws: 2x x X* -+ 2x are the multifunctions 
defined by (1.23~(1.25) (with F and Y replaced by X and @, respectively) 
and where 
es = A@ I (x,1 xx* cu = Y, n, 0 (5.6) 
however, if we define d”‘,d”” by (5.5), (5.6) for ,L = 6, r, then, by (1.28), we 
have 2’ =zy,d?r = d;l. Observe that, by our notations, (Q,“J = 
(Q~us I tcjxF* 2 ) but this will lead to no confusion. 
Remark 5.1. (a) If 2 is do-decomposed, then by (5.1) and (4.13) we 
have 
4X0),@ = prX4F,xow (@ E x*>. (5.7) 
(b) By (5.1), we have (4.15) if and only if (F,x,) c (F, A;,..,,@) 
(@ E X*) or, equivalently, 
x0 E APx&P (@ E x*>. (5.8) 
(c) In some particular cases, such as q” of (3.20) or qs of (3.21), we 
have x0 = 0, which does not depend on G, h; however, in the general case x0, 
whence also A’, depends on G and h. In some cases it will be convenient o 
consider A”=A1/~Xo,xx~, with A1:2x~X*-+2x or A,:Z(X)XX*+~~, 
where E(X) denotes the collection of all singletons in X and where A’ does 
not depend on G, h. 
One can obtain duality theorems for decomposed oJ-dual problems by 
combining the methods of [22, 191. Indeed, let us consider the primal 
functional f = fG,h:X+R defined by (3.6). Then, by (3.3) and (5.3), (5.2) 
(1.1) we have 
a G,h =fG,h<X?h) = inffG,h({xf’h}> = %$+,fcy 
P e,FxAO = SUP inf 
CPEX* W.xsA;&h,,, 
~G,hb x> 
= sup inff,,,(A;,~.h,,,) =p$‘““f”~“, 
cpex* 
and thus (see Section 0), 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
{(pc,h), (QVp,Fx~o)l - {(P@,hr,fC,h)y (Q$"""'"*")l- (5.11) 
Consequently, by [ 19, Theorems 1.1 and 1.21 on inf f(a), where R E 2x, 
f E Rx, applied to the singleton a= {xfqh} and to f = fG,h, we obtain 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let F, X, h, ~1, x0, 2 be as in DeJnition 4.1, let 2 be A’- 
decomposed, with A0 satisfying (5.8), and define f: X+R by (3.6). The 
following statements are equivalent: 
1“. For each c < a = inf h(G) there exists QC E X* such that 
(5.12) 
2’. For each c < a there exists QC E X* such that 
4x01,% n s,(f > = 0. 
3O. There holds 
(5.13) 
inf h(G) = sup inf 
@EX* YEF.x+,,,.o V(Y9 xl* 
(5.14) 
THEOREM 5.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
1”. There exists Q. E X* satisfying 
4xo,,~on4Jf) = 0. (5.15) 
2”. There holds 
inf h(G) = max inf 
‘PEX* yeF,~aA;,~, o 
V(YT xl (5.16) 
Remark 5.2. (a) If d” is do-decomposed, then conditions (4.16) and 
(4.17) of Theorem 4.1 become, respectively, 
(W&,,,&-,(P) = 0, 
(F, A;x,,,,o,) n S,(P) = 0, 
or, equivalently, 
4xow, n Pr,A,((o) = 0, (5.17) 
4X0,,@, n Pr, S,(cp) = 0. (5.18) 
However, it is known (see [22, Remark 4.11) that 
Pr,UP) =4f > = Pr,&W = S,(f 1, (5.19) 
where f: X + z is the primal functional (3.6). Hence, (5.17) is nothing else 
than (5.12), while the result involving (5.18) is a consequence of 
Theorem 5.1. Indeed, by (5.19), condition (5.13) implies (5.18); on the other 
hand, if (5.18) holds, then, by (5.19), we have (5.12). In particular, for 
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2 = 2” @ = y, 71, /3) this has been observed in [22, Remark 2.1 (b)]. The 
interest for applications to DPES-duality, of the above condition involving 
(5.18), is due to the fact that, for certain (p’s, Pr,S,(yl) has a simpler 
expression than the set S,(f) of Theorem 5.1 (e.g., for rp = q” of (3.19) 
we have, by [22, formula (4.1 l)], Pr,S,(p”) =r-‘(S,(h)) c fit,,, 
~-‘(4+m) = S,(f)). 
(b) Applying (a) above and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 to do = A;” 
CJ = y, 7c, B), one obtains again the results of perturbational extended 
surrogate duality of [22, Section 41. Moreover, let us observe that these can 
be also obtained from the results of [ 161 on standard surrogate duality for 
inf o(F, x0), with the method of [ 131. Indeed, we have observed in Section 4 
(before (4.6)) that (F, x0) is a closed linear manifold in F x X, namely, 
(F, x0) = (F, 0) + (0, x0), and we have (F, 0)’ = (0, X*). Furthermore, by 
(3.1 l), (0.20) and (1.23) (with F, G, Y replaced by F x X, (F, x0), and 
(0, @), respectively), there holds 
d”y (F,x,),cp = {(Y, xl E F x XI (0, @)(Y, x> > inf(O, @WY x0)1 
= A15F,x,L(o,w (@ E x*) (5.20) 
and, similarly, 
d”&J,),8 = 4&s,x,L(o,@) (@EX*,p=7r,e), (5.21) 
whence our assertion follows. Note also that (5.20), (5.21), together with 
[ 161, yield geometric interpretations for JyF,xOj,r, (U = y, n, e), including the 
one for p = 7c given in [ 131. 
DEFINITION 5.2. If 2 is do-decomposed, the functional L,,- = Lv,FxAO: 
F X X* + R- defined by 
L,/j(Y, @I = L w,FX~Oy @> = inf P(Y, x> 
x~A;x~,,m 
(y E F, @ E Xx) (5.22) 
will be called the qJ-Lugrangiun of problem (0.1). We shall call each qd- 
Lagrangian an extended surrogate Lagrangian of problem (0.1). 
For example, we have Lo,FXA7S= L,(y, @;x,) (U = y, z) of [20, 
Definition 2.11. For A0 = A:’ = de’] ~x,~xx~ we obtain the extended surrogate 
Lagrangian 
L m,FxA,BS(Y, @> = inf 
XEX 
P(YT x> (y E F, @ E X*), (5.23) 
Q(X)>cp(Xo)-1 
in addition to those considered in [20]. 
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Remark 5.3. By (5.7), L,b of (5.22) coincides with (4.12). Moreover, by 
(5.1) and (5.22) there holds 
LTW = inf YEF,XEA; , o a, x) = 2; J%(Y~ @> (@ E X*), (5.24) x0 .
so Lqd of (5.22) is a well-behaved Lagrangian in the sense of (1.42). 
If 2 is do-decomposed, Theorem 4.3 can be improved as follows: 
THEOREM 5.3. In the situation of Theorem 4.3, if 2 is do-decomposed, 
we have (4.21) with 
A”V’ x A”hxow = {vEFIT-‘(y)nAP,o,,o#O} 
= G$‘xo,,o> (@ E x*>. (5.25) 
Proof: By (4.22) and (5.1), we have 
A”(F x Aoh(x = {yEFIT-‘(y)nAp,o,,~#O} 
={~~FI~x~A~,o,.~,~~~(~)j=~(A~x,l,o> (@EX*). 
Remark 5.4. For (p = q” of (3.19) and a= F X A’, we have, by (5.22) 
Theorem 5.3, and (1.40), 
so L,nx of (5.22) (for v, = (D”) is a particular case of the q”J-Lagrangian 
defined in Remark 4.3. Replacing in (5.26) the values of (5.25) which we 
shall obtain below for various particular cases, one obtains various 
expressions of o”J-Lagrangians, which we shall omit. 
If 2 is do-decomposed, Remark 4.2 can be improved as follows: 
Remark 5.5. (a) In the situation of Remark 4.2(a), if 2 is A”- 
decomposed, we have (4.21) where, by (5.25), (4.24), and x0 = 0, 
A”(F x A”)u-,coj,g = (YEFI W--a>nA;o,,&01 
= u-‘(Q +A:o,,a> (@ E x*). (5.27) 
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In the situation of Remark 4.2(b), if d” is do-decomposed, we have 
(Q mS,FX~d = (QdS~FXd~J, where 
W’xA”),,,= 1~ E FI (Y- GV$‘o,,.+ 01 = G +A:,,,, 
(!I’ E F*). (5.28) 
(b) It is natural to ask which surrogate dual problems (1.1) are 
DPES-dual problems. Reading the above remark in the reverse order, we 
obtain the following partial answer: If A: {G} x F* + 2F is of the form 
A G,‘f’ = G + A;,,,, P E F*), (5.29) 
where A’: (0) x F* + 2F, then (QJ is a DPES-dual problem, namely, 
(QA) = (QCpS,Fx~O ). We shall see in Remark 5.6 (b) below that A = A’ 1 ,G, XF*, 
where A’: 2F x F* -+ 2F is the unique “translative” extension of A’. 
One can obtain further expressions of (5.27), (5.28), for A0 of the form 
A0 =A: =A’l,xo~xxq (5.30) 
where A’: 2x x X* -+ 2’ belongs to a special class of multifunctions, 
introduced as follows: 
DEFINITION 5.3. We shall say that a multifunction A’: 2x x X* + 2x is 
translative, if 
A:,,@=fJ+A;o,,@ (.n E 2x, @ E x*>. (5.3 1) 
Some examples of translative and non-translative A’ will be given in the 
sequel. 
Remark 5.6. (a) If 2 is Ai-decomposed, where A’: 2x x X* + 2x is 
translative, then Remark 5.5 (a) for A0 = A: yields (4.21) with 
A”(F x A:),-qoj,o = u-‘(Ab,,) (@ E x*> (5.32) 
and, respectively, (Q,s,FxA:) = (QdsCFx+) with 
ASP’ X A:)G,Y =Ah,y (!PYEF*). - (5.33) 
(b) Reading the last remark in the reverse order, we obtain that ifA = 
A7 ,G,XF*, whereA’:2F~F*+2F ’ 1s translative, then (Qd) is a DPES-dual 
problem, namely, (Qd) = (QrpS,FXAO), where A0 = A’ I,O,XF*. However, this is 
equivalent o Remark 5.5 (b); indeed, let us observe that for any space X and 
x0 E X, every multifunction A’: {x0} xX* -+ 2x can be extended to a unique 
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translative A’: 2x X X* -+ 2x, putting Afo, o = A~,..,,e -x0 (@ E X*) and 
then defining all AA,, by (5.31). 
Moreover, let us prove 
THEOREM 5.4. A multifunction A’: 2F x F* + 2F is translative if and 
only if there exists a multifunction do: {0} x F* + 2F such that 
<Q,“*“> = (Q:$x~o) (G E 2’, h E RF), (5.34) 
where A = A’l,GjXF*. In this case, A0 is unique, namely, A0 = A’l,O,XF,. 
ProoJ If A’ is translative, then, by Remark 5.6(b), we have (5.34) for 
AO=A’),O,XF*. Conversely, assume that there exists A’: (0) x F* --t 2F 
satisfying (5.34). Then, by (5.28), we have 
inf h(Ak,,) = inf h(A,,,) = inf 
ysF,xsA;,,,, cp”(y’ x’ 
=infh(G+AF,,,,) (GE2F,hEl?F, !PEF*), 
whence (for h = xIM with suitable M), we obtain 
A ri,r = G + A;,,,, (G E 2F, YE F*). 
Then, taking G = {0}, it follows that 
4ow =40,,, (YE F*), 
i.e., A0 = A ’ /,o, xF*, and hence 
A&y’ = G + A,&,, (G E 2F, YE F*), 
so A’ is translative. 
Now we shall give another characterization of translative A”s. To this 
end, let us first introduce 
DEFINITION 5.4. (a) We shall say that a multifunction A’: Z(X) X 
X* --t 2x (see Remark 5.1 (c)) is locally translative, if 
&,,a = x + A:o,.o (XEX,@EX*). (5.35) 
(b) We shall say that A’: 2x x X* -+ 2x is locally translative, if 
A’l z(x)xx* is ~0. 
(c) We shall say that A’: 2x x X* + 2x is additive, if 
A b,. = x;a Afx,,, (i.2 E 2x, @ E x*>. (5.36) 
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Remark 5.7. (a) For x,, EX, every multifunction do: {x0} XX* -+2x 
can be extended to a unique locally translative d ‘: C(X) x X* + 2x, putting 
dfO,,cp =dp,Ol,, -x0 (@ E X*) and then defining all df,,,, by (5.35). 
(b) Every locally translative A’: Z(X) X X* + 2x can be extended to a 
unique translative A’: 2x x X* + 2x, by (5.31). 
(c) In general, a multifunction A’: Z(X) XX* + 2’ admits several 
useful extensions A’: 2x X X* + 2x (see, e.g., (1.28)), but it can always be 
extended, by (5.36), to a unique additive multifunction A’: 2x x X* -+ 2x. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. A multifunction A’: 2x x X* + 2x is translative ifand 
only if it is locally translative and additive. 
ProoJ: If A’ is translative, then it is locally translative and, by (5.31) and 
(5.35), for any Sz E 2x and @ E X* we have 
A;,, = D + A;,,,, = u ix +Afo,,,l = u Afxw~ 
XCR XER 
so A’ is additive. Conversely, if A’ is additive and locally translative, then, 
by (5.36) and (5.35), for any n E 2x and @ E X* we have 
so A’ is translative, which completes the proof. 
Let us consider now the particular case when d” = 2“ of (3.1 l)-(3.13), so 
(5.5) holds. Then, by Theorem 5.3, we have (4.21) with d”= F X Af!’ and 
A”(~XA:s)i-~xo~,.s = {Y -l~-‘(~)nA&,,+ 01 =W~G&J 
(@EX*,p=y,7r,e). (5.37) 
But, by (1.23)-(1.25) and by [20], f ormulae (3.23), (3.24), and [22, proof 
of (4.28)], we have 
(where A” are defined by (1.8~(l.lO), respectively), whence 
A”F x 4‘7,yx,,~,o = 4&.0 (@ E x*, P = Y, Tel; (5.39) 
thus, (Q,+,) = (Q4,,) (U = y, R, 0), which has been also obtained in (3.22) 
above. The reduction of (Q,“J,,) to (Qd”(FXdYSj), with A”@’ x A:‘) of (5.37) 
and of (5.39), has been obtained in [20, Theorems 3.1, 3.21 (for ,U = y, n) and 
[22, Formula (4.28)] (for ,u = 0). 
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In particular, by (1.14) and (5.37) for x0 = 0 (or, alternatively, by 
Remark 5.5 (a) for do =A;‘), we have (4.21) with d”=F x A:” and 
A”(F x A:s)u-L(n),cp = u-y0 + Af&,) (@ E x*,p = y, 71, e>. (5.40) 
But, by (5.38) for r= r” of (1.14), there holds 
u-p2 +Aff,,cp) =A$Q),, (@ E x*, P = Y, Tel (5.4 1) 
(where A:&,,, are defined by (1.16~( 1.18) respectively), whence 
A”(F x 4%-w),* = 4%?,,* (cP E X*, ,u = y, n, 0). (5.42) 
The reduction of (Q,+,) to (QAUCFXd,$ with d”(F X A:‘) of (5.42), has 
been obtained in (20, Theorem 3.31 (for p= y, rr) and [22, Formula (4.61)] 
(for ~1 = 19). 
In the particular case when X = F and u = IF, we have A,~I~,,,, = AZ:, , 
whence, by (5.41), 
R + A~&o = A;:, (Q E 2x, co E x*, p = y, 7r, e), (5.43) 
i.e., the multifunctions A” (u = y, z, 6) are translative. From (5.40) and 
(5.43) it follows that 
A”(F x A;s)u-,(n),o = u-‘@&) (@ E x*, ,u = y, 7r, e>; (5.44) 
thus, by (5.42) and (5.44), 
A’!! u wwP=u -‘Wd (@ E x*9 P = Y, n, 0 (5.45) 
which can also be seen directly. Naturally, one can also show directly that 
A”’ @ = y, rr, 0) are translative (or, equivalently, that they are locally trans- 
lative and additive), and then (5.44) follows from (5.32) for A’ = A”” 
(u = y, rr, 19). Formulae (5.44) and (5.45) are new. 
Note also that, in the particular case when X = F and u = I,, from (5.5) 
and (5.42) or (5.44) (or, alternatively, by (5.33) for A’ = A”“), we obtain 
AS(d”“)G,y =A”(F x A;&, = A& (G E 2F, !P E F*, ,u = y, x,0). (5.46) 
The reduction of (QVS,-@) to (QAsCbrj), with A’@“) of (5.46), has been 
obtained in [20, Theorem 3.41 (for ,c = y, rr). 
Remark 5.8. (a) The multifunctions A” (c = 6, r) of (1.26) and (1.27) 
are locally translative, but, in general, not additive and hence, by 
Proposition 5.1, not translative. Indeed, if inf @(a) & CD(Q), then ASS, Ars do 
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not satisfy (5.36). Note also that the additive extensions (see Remark 5.7 (c)) 
of Ass 1X.(x) XX*, A”’ IT(x) XX* are dys and A”‘, respectively. 
(b) Formula (5.46) does not holdfor .U = 6, t. Indeed, by (1.28), (5.6), 
(5.46) for p = y and Example 3.1 we obtain that, for F of Example 3.1, 
AS(F x A;‘) = AS(F x A$) = AyS #Ass, (5.47) 
and the case ,u = r is similar (with y replaced by rr). This, together with 
Remark 5.6 (a) implies again that Ass, A” need not be translative. 
(c) From Theorem 5.4 and the non-translativity of Ass, we obtain the 
following result: For a space F as in Example 3.1, there exists no 
multtfunction A’: (0) x F* -+ 2F such that (Q,sS) = (Q$:F,do)for all G E 2F, 
h E RF (i.e., (QA6J is not a DPES-dual problem, “coming from” ~0”). For a 
stronger esult, see Remark 5.9 (b) below. 
Now we shall show some connections between DPES-dual and certain 
PC-dual problems, with the same (o. To this end, let us first give 
DEFINITION 5.5. Let .Y: R x X* + 2x be a multifunction. For any 
f: X+ R and v E R, the v-,u(E)-conjugate off is the functionalfr’“’ : X* + R 
defined by 
f;‘” (@) = - inf f(.Y”,,*) (@ E x*); (5.48) 
we shall call any such fEcE) a surrogate conjugate of J 
For example, for the multifunctions 
F ‘“,@= {XEXI @(x)>v), (XEXI @(x)=v), {XEXI Q(x)> v- l}, (5.49) 
formula (5.48) yields ftf’“’ = f b, f E, f s of (3.7~(3.9). For a study of the 
conjugation (5.48) and of the related concept of surrogate convexity, 
see [23]. 
THEOREM 5.5. (a) For every DPES-dual problem as in Definition 5.1, 
we have 
<Q w,md = (Q,,,d, (5.50) 
where the multtfunction 8: R x X* + 2’ is defined by 
3 ‘II,@ = APX&@ zj- v = @(x0) 
= arbitrary if v # @(x0) 
(@ E x*>. (5.5 1) 
(b) Conversely, for every rp and surrogate conjugation (5.48) we have 
(5.50), where the multifunction A’: {x0} xX* + 2x is defined by 
4&O = ~wx,w (CD E x*>. (5.52) 
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Proof: Let do and & be related by (5.52) (or, equivalently, (5.51)). If 
f = fc,h of (3.6), then, by (3.5), (5.48), (5.52), and (5.2) we have 
A er(h)(@) = -ff&W = inff(%.c,,,,d = inff(APxor,d 
ZZ inf 
Y~F.xEA&, o P(Y9 x> = ~,,F,AOP> (@ E x*>, 
whence (5.50). 
Remark 5.9. (a) By (5.5), the multifunctions 2“ of (3.1 l)-(3.13) are 
A:“-decomposed (J = y, n,e) and, by (1.23)-( 1.25) applied to a singleton G, 
the multifunctions do = A r” (u = y, rt, 0) satisfy (5.52) for the B’s of (5.49). 
Hence, Theorem 5.5 (a) yields again the equalities (Q,,-“) = (Q,,) 
(,u = y, rc, 19), observed in Section 4 (after Definition 4.1). 
(b) From Theorem 5.5 (a) for (p = qs, and Theorem 3.1, one obtains 
again Remark 5.8 (b) and even the following strengthening of Remark 5.8 (c): 
For a space F as in Example 3.1, there exists no mult~unction A’: { 0) x 
F* + 2F such that (Qcs,FxAo) - (QAsS)for all G, h, i.e., such that 
P mS,F~AO = p;b’f (G E 2F, h E RF). (5.53) 
Indeed, otherwise (Q,,,SU(EJ = (QQS,FXAO) - (QAsS) for all G, h, in 
contradiction to Theorem 3.1. 
In Theorem 5.5, the relations (5.51) and (5.52) are not accidental, as 
shown by 
THEOREM 5.6. For two multifunctions A’: {0} x F* + 2’ and 2: 
R x F* + 2F and the perturbation functionals rps = piSh of (3.21), there holds 
<Q rpS,FxAd = (QwwJ (G E 2F, h E IiF) (5.54) 
if and only if we have (5.52) for x0 = 0 (with X, @ replaced by F, Y). 
Proof: The sufficiency part follows from the proof of Theorem 5.5, for 
X = F, u, = pS. Conversely, if (5.54) holds, then for the primal functional 




P”(Y, xl = inff s(A~o,,,) 
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whence, for G = {0}, we obtain, by (3.30), 
inf h(E,O,,Y) = inf h(d~,,,,) (h E iP, !P E F*), (5.55) 
which implies (5.52) for x0 = 0 (if, e.g., M = E~o,,Y\P~or,,,, # 0, take h = xy). 
In the above we have assumed that x,, = xz,” E X is fixed, i.e., either it 
does not depend on G, h (see Theorem 5.6) or the pair G, h is fixed. In the 
general case, the multifunction B of Theorem 5.5 (a) depends on G and h. In 
order to obtain a similar result with 9: R x X* -+ 2x common for all G, h, let 
us give 
DEFINITION 5.6. If d’:c(X)xX*+2X (see Remark 5.1 (c)) and 9: 
R x X* + 2x are multifunctions uch that 
& -A’ dJW),@ - IXl.0 (x E x, Q, E x*>, (5.56) 
then we shall say that A’ is S-generated; if there exists such a 8, we shall 
say that A’ is generated. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (a) A multifunction A’:Z(X)xX*+2’ is 
generated if and only if 
xo,x,EX,~EX*,~(xo)=~(x,)~Af,~,,,=Af,,,,,. (5.57) 
(b) Formula (5.56) gives a one-to-one correspondence between the 
generated multifunctions A’: Z(X) x X* + 2x and the multifunctions 
Z: R xX* + 2x. 
Proof. Given .?“:R xX*-+~~, formula (5.56) defines a unique E- 
generated A ’ : C(X) x X* -+ 2 ‘. If x0,x, E X, @ E X*, @(x0) = @(x1), then, 
by (5.W, 
Conversely, if A’ satisfies (5.57), then formula (5.56) defines a unique E: 
R x X* + 2x, such that A’ is S-generated. Indeed, for any v E R, @ E X*, it 
is enough to take x0 E X such that @(x0) = v and to define 
C -C -A’ -v,cp - -@(x~),o - lx,),cp; (5.58) 
since A’ satisfies (5.57), this E+ does not depend on the choice of x0. 
For example, the multifunctions Aus Iz(xj xx* (,u = y, n, f3,6, r) satisfy 
condition (5.57) and hence they are generated. 
From the above, there follows 
409/104/2-6 
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THEOREM 5.7. (a) Under the assumptions of Definition 5.1, if A0 is of 
the form (5.30), where A’: Z(X) X X* + 2x is generated, then 
(Q v,Fxd = (Q,,,,,) (G E zF, h E RF)> (5.59) 
where the multifunction 8: R xX*+~~ is defined by (5.56) and 
Proposition 5.2 (b) (so it is common for all G, h). 
(b) Conversely, for every q~ and surrogate conjugation (5.48) we have 
(5.59), where the muftzfunction A’: {x0} xX* + 2x is defined by (5.30), with 
the generated multifunction A’: Z(X) x X* + 2’ of (5.56). 
Note added in proof. In a subsequent paper (in preparation), we have constructed a 
unified theory of dual optimization problems, which encompasses, as particular cases, the 
Lagrangian, the surrogate, and the PES-dual problems to (O.l), as well as some other known 
dual problems, and we have defined natural Lagrangian functionals for them, among which, 
the “&Lagrangian” 
&d(Y, @I = inf XEX C(Y9 x) (y E F, @ E W). 
(YIXlE6(F,XO),@ 
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